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Wooster recognizes Poet Rich opens celebration
Adrienne Rich reads her
forty years of I.S.
poetry, 7:30 McGaw
.
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Wednesday evening

by YALMAN ONARAN

'

This weekend. The College of
Wooster is celebrating the 40th
Anniversary of the Independent
y
conStudy or IS." The
ference starts today with a welcoming address from President
two-da-

Copeland in Freedlander Theatre.
The "father" of the idea of the

celebrations.

Vice-preside-

nt

for

Academic Affairs Don Harward,
said, "Independent learning is connected to the growing interest
involving undergraduates in research, the insistence on developing critical thinking and writing
skills, and the general admonition
that colleges find ways for students to become more active par- -,
bcipants in learning contexts."
"I.S. is very much a part of the
College's educational program, and
it also shapes part of the institution's culture in the relationships
between faculty and students, study
habits, parties, first year seminar
and so on. When you turn 40,
you have to recognize it," said
Glenn Bucher, the Dean of Facul
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Saturday, April 16
Center Patio,
2-1-

j

1:30

8:30-11:3-

COW FACULTY, STAFF, STUDENTS WITH I.D.

from Brink, lots of 7.$.
an editorial from the editor himself .
bye-by- e

Graham Hay man, baseball, lax, tracks,
another great column from Fowler,
'
.V& word on the Academy Aivcrds,
end lots and lotst of tremendous,
.

superlative, creative, falulous ads
from the bi cd duds himself:

much of

read,

Adrienne Cecile Rich's poetry and
essays. Rich, who was also on
campus in 1978, will be the keynote speaker in the women's studies celebration next week.
Rich was bora in Baltimore in
1929 and began writing poetry as
a child. In 19S1 she received her
B-(cum laude) at Radcliffe Col
lege ana n ,nange of wworta. ncx
first book of poetry, was chosen
for the Yale; Younger Poets Awards
'
and published.
Rich has written over' a dozen
books of poetry, prose and essays since then which include im wm
To Chang (1951). Necessities of
life (1966). Of Women Born:
Motherhood as Experience and Inand On Lies. Se-stitution (1976X
...
t . j n
eras ana aucnem: jcclcm
i rux
1966-7- 8
(1978). Of Women Born
and On Lies, Secrets, and Silence
are used in several women's studies
courses at Wooster. Her two most
recently published books are Your
Native Land. Your Life (1986V and
Blood. Bread, and Poetry (1986).
travelling
Rich spent 1961-6- 2
in Europe thanks to the Guggenheim Fellowship. She has been
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4:30-5:4-

Anyone participating in women's studies has not only heard of.

s
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CARNIVAL BOOTHS by COW organizations
THE ROYAL LICHTENSTEIN 14 RING CIRCUS
7:00 FILM: "Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory"
7:30 COW GOSPEL CHOIR Spring Concert, Freedlander
0
DYMONZ. Live band featuring Top 40
11-- 2
ICHABOD S, Dan Brunclle and Carl Olson, DJ's
12 midnight FILM: The Terminator." Matccr
2-4:-

j

bration of I.S. with its "I.S..

I.S. Therefore I
"Celebrating'

"

by WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE

ty, who is a member of the executive staff organizing the conference this weekend.
The conference, a scries of panel discussions and lectures, features many guests from other colleges. Robert Tignor from Princeton University. Marshall Cronyn
from Reed College and James England from Swarthmore College are
some of the speakers attending the
I.S. 40th Anniversary celebrations. In addition, professors of
COW will also be participating in
most of the panel discussions.
The Conference begins today
at 1:15 p.m. with the introduction
Copeland and .will.end with ,a
by
..
lunch session tomorrow at 12:15
p.m. All students are welcome to
the discussions, the majority of
which will be held in the Freedlander Theatre.
In addition to the Conference,
SAB is contributing to the celeTherefore I am" entertainment
ies tomorrow.

I

ADRIENNE

Thomas Victor

RICH

Continued on page 8

Concert features Requiem
!

Wooster Choral Union
performs the Brahms
Requiem this Sunday

The Wooster Choral Union will
present a performance of Johannes
Brahms' monumental work A German Requiem. Opus 45. on Sunday
in
evening. Apr. 17. at 8:15
McGaw Chapel. General admission is $4 and tickets may be pur- chased at the door. The concert
will call to remembrance the significant contributions of the late
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. to
commemorate the anniversary of
his death, twenty years ago in
April. 1968.
Over 150 students, faculty and

'
--

townspeople will be assembled on
the stage of McGaw for this performance which will be sung in
Accompanying The
English.
Union will be a
Choral
Wooster
full orchestra with Musk Director
John Russell conducting.
Johannes Brahms completed the
score for A German Requiem in
August of 1866. The first complete performance of the work did
not take place until Good Friday,
April 10, 1868. just 120 yean
ago. Next to Handel's Messia h,
Brahms' Requiem is widely regarded as among the most frequently
works
performed
Unlike
in the Western world.
commany large
positions, the Brahms' Requiem
choral-orchest- ra

choral-orchestr- al

integrates fully the choir and or
chestra into a large symphonic
fabric and does not give to the orchestra merely an accompimental

role.
Soloists for the concert will include two recent alumni of the
Elizabeth Turner 86,
College.
from Minneapolis, will sing the
soprano solo and Paul Fletcher "81
from Duluth, Minnesota, will provide baritone solos.
Turner was a student of Professor Dale K. Moore currently professor of singing at Indiana UniI

versity

and formerly of the

Wooster music department. Turner
has also studied with Professor
Continued on page 8
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Letters to the Editors
.

Allen replies
To the Editor.
Recently a copy of the April 1,
1988 "Swimsuit Issue." of The
Woosler Voice reached me. In it I
was pleased to read an article by
one "M. Monroe." entitled "Allen
Accepted."
My thanks to "M. Monroe" and
the other perpetrators of the
"Swimsuit Issue" for the fun and
good humor, which seems in good
supply this year on The Voice.
All professors like to be remembered, and this former professor is
especially touched.
You're good kids; God knows
there are enough gray clouds over
Woosler so that your humor is a
needed counter to the
seriousness of so much of what
goes on there.
In case any of your readers want
to know: I've had a year of recovGoucher
ery and improvement.
has a faculty that is not only very
bright, but also very kind and humane. I have learned to laugh
again something I had to suprcss
while at Woostcr. After all,
faculty members at Woost- self-servi-

ng

un-tcnur-

er can never be too careful:
there's no telling which one of
their actions or passions or opinions or attitudes will be used to
get rid of them.
So, here's to the brave writers of
The Voicel I know some of you
have paid a price this year (as
with many past Voices) to get a
working
good paper together:
without any credit or much respect
from, the English Department, having only your own savvy and belief in yourselves to get you by.
My congratulations to Mary Cox,
Graham Rayman, and Jonathan
Barclay (oh yeah, you too
Shiltsy!) for a job well done.
Take care, you guys, while you're
in that strange place, but remember: there's a much better world
outside!
Michael Allen
Dept. of English
Goucher College
Towson, MD

McKain in the rain
Watauga Lake Shelter Hamilton.
Tennessee April 8. 1988 (Friday
at 4:15 pm.)

shelter. You'd think that it was
my favorite shelter or something.
I'm just tired of getting rained on
and sweating inside my red plastic
pants. My stove is not functioning. I have to soak my ramen
noodles and drink cold hot cocoa.
(Whine a little more. Josh!)
Okay. I wanted to be in, Damascus, Virginia tod; , but due to the
inclement we a the. it could be another two or three days. (Is that
all. Josh?) For now, I think. No,
wait a minute! I don't have any
money left and the tortoise shell
that I found on the side of the trail
about a week ago is
and recks. I've been reading Henry David Thoreau's Selected Journals and enjoying them thoreau-ly- .
(Josh, that was an awful one!)
I've also been keeping my own
journals on a regular basis. I'm
behind schedule on the larger scale
of things, but there is nothing
that I can do about it now and
there wasn't much that I could do
about it then. It is freedom that I
sought- - a freedom which comes
from within not from the outside-an- d
it is a partial freedom that I
have found. I say "partial" because time is still a strong force
which guides my walking day.
"Squeaking' and dippin' all the
way to Maine (I hope!)"
slug-infest-

ed

cd

Editorial

by GRAHAM RAYMAN

Well, it's spring and everyone, administrators included; arc walking
around talking, in loud unwieldy voices, about the amorphous "rites of
spring." Though no one is quite sure what all the riles or spring arc",
everyone agrees that watching lax games on sunny days is included as
one of them.
And as if it wasn't weird enough around here, along comes the administration and tells the kids that they can only sit in certain places
while watching lacrosse games, and the area behind the north goal is
off limits. And of course the reasons Tor this rule arc hackneyed
enough: rowdy kids and open containers. The administration says
those aren't rites of spring. I thought they were.
And so. the kids came the other day to watch our gallant team face
national powerhouse Ohio Wcslcyan. and the beefy (and that is an understatement) insecurity guards arc standing back there behind the
north goal, turning people away. Being good little college students
like we arc, we quietly go and sit in the stands or on the right of an
oak trccdcmililari.cd .one. And the men in blue stand back picking
their teeth. And to add insult to injury, they call the Woosler City Police, and a couple of them, large guns and all. come up and join our
bastions of truth and justice in the teeth picking contest. I guess they
thought they might have a riot, or something.
Now. what in the hell is the point of all of this? It is. and this is
only one man's opinion, another hypocritical move by the administration. I remember countless AD's, coaches, faculty, and administration
members complaining over the years about the students' lack of
"school spirit." And now ihcy lum around and say that only a certain
kind of school spirit is allowed. At an earlier home game, a referee
came over and told the screaming crowd thai he would penalize our
team if they continued to scream at him and the other team. He said
that though he allowed it at other schools, yelling obscenities was not
allowed here.
In fact, at all the other colleges in ihc NCAC. especially Denison
and OWU, boih yelling of any kind and kegs arc "riles of spring."
Everyone has heard of Dcnison's famous "Hill." Is it a coincidence
that both of these teams, with the student support that they have, arc
perennial powers in lacrosse?
So the kids arc yelling profanities, and maybe some of them have a
beer in a plastic cup. So what! Certainly the players on both sides
don't care. If anything, it Tires up the opposing team. The referees arc
used to it. The students don't care. The faculty finds it amusing. In
ami
this case, ihc administration is being
when they should just relax, watch the game and enjoy the sun.
heavy-hande-

This is my third day at this

Josh "KAZOO" The Kain

"90

Hot Air balloon rides will be given as weather permits on
The first
Saturday, during the IS Celebration from
1000 people to enter the tent at 8:30 p.m. will receive
an I.S. Celebration cup, courtesy SAB.
2-4:-

self-servin- g.
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Women's Studies celebrates 10th anniversary
Bell Hooks
by ELIZABETH WALSH
Bell Hooks, professor of women's studies and black studies at
Yale University, will participate
in a panel which will focus on
"Feminist Theory and the 'Real
World" on Thursday at 7:30 pjn.

in Freedlander Theatre. Other
of the panel will include
n
Zillah Eisenstein,
feminist author; Mary Seagoy,
Wooster class of '83; Susan Newton, professor of sociology and
women's studies at Wooster; and
Sally Tatnall, radical feminist theorist and activist.
Feminist historian Gloria Wat-kinmembers

well-know-

s,

who writes under the name
of Bell Hooks, has been interested
primarily in the role of black
women in the United States.
As a writer, Gloria Watkins has
dealt with historical feminist perspectives and literary works. She

has written poetry. And Then We
Wept, a dissertation on Toni Morrison (who is read in several
courses at Wooster), and several
studies on feminist and black
women including Black Women
and Feminism, Feminist Theory
From Margin to Center, and Ain't
I A Woman.
One of the things Hooks does in
Feminist Theory: From Margin to
Center, is to critique "the vision
of Sisterhood evoked by women's
which was based
liberationism
on the idea of common oppression." She says that "it was pri-

marily bourgeois white women.. .who professed belief in the
notion of common opression.
The idea of 'common opression'
was a false and corrupt, platform
disguising and mystifying the true
Continued on page 8

a panel which

of

will discuss

"Women's Studies: Dutiful Daughter or Disruptive Presence?" on
Friday of next week, at 9:30 ajn.
in Freedlander Theatre. Other
members of the panel will include
Susan Figge, professor of German
and women's studies at Wooster;
Gail Griffin, coordinator of women's studies and professor of English at Kalamazoo College; and
Josephine Wright, acting director
of black studies, and professor of
music and women's studies at
Wooster.
Dr. Elizabeth Higginbotham is
currently a professor of sociology
at Memphis State University, and
has been highly involved in research on women, including devel-

oping grant proposals, writing
manuscripts, and directing The

Growth of Women's
Studies In Our Lives
Wednesday, April 20

Adrienne Rich! Poetry
Language, and Power
(McGaw Chapel, 7:30pm)

Thursday, April 21

Women's Studies: How
The Inquiry ftrew
(Freedlander Theatre, 9:30am)

???

.

Men

Elizabeth Higginbotham
by JENNIFER SIMMONS
Higginbotham is one member

Jean O'Barr

From These Roots:The

Center for Research on Women at
Memphis State. She is particularly interested in the role of black
women in women's studies, as
well as the treatment of issues of
race within women's studies. She
has also taught at such schools as
the University of Pittsburgh, University of Massachusetts, Boston
State, and Columbia University.
The recipient of several fellowships and grants, Higginbotham
is also presently on the editorial
board of Signs, a feminist journal
to which Wooster's women's stud-

Tn

Women's Studies

by MAGGIE REDIC
O'Barr. editor of Signs, will be a
member of a panel which will discuss "Women's Studies: How the
Inquiry Grew." in Freedlander
Theatre on Thursday, at 9:30 ajn.
Other members of the panel will

Feminist Theory And
The "Real World"
(Freedlander Theatre, 7:30pm)
Friday, April 22

Women's Studies: Dutiful
Daughter Or
PifrriPt've Presence?
(Freedlander Theatre, 9:30am)

ies courses commonly refer.
Moreover, she is a member of
quite a number of professional as-

???

sociations, including Alpha Kappa
Delta and the Society for the
Study of Social Problems.
Among Higginbotham's
on page 8

What Next? Women's
Studies Tn The Next Decade

pub-Continu- ed

(Freedlander Theatre, 1:30am)

:

include Elizabeth Binhammer,
Wooster class of '80; Joanne Frye,
coordinator of women's studies and
professor of English at Wooster;
Faye Miller, Wooster class of '89;
and Joanne Mills, Wooster class

of '86.

j

Jean Fox O'Barr, editor, of
Signs: A Journal of Women in
Culture and Society, has worked
for 20 years to increase her own
and others' knowledge of the ways
in which politics, power, and gender operate to create a sexual
Using her
asymmetry.
understanding of that dynamic,
O'Barr has
5 books and

Ten-Hou-

se

.

Continued on page 8

co-edit- ed

Zillah Eisenstein

(Freedlander Theatre, 1:30pm)

???

12 of the over two dozen articles
she has had published focus on
women of the Third World and
their interaction with their political systems.
O'Barr began her inquiry at Indiana University, where she graduated with a B.A. (honors) in political science. In 196S she earned
her M.A. in political science from
Northwestern University, and by
1970 she had completed her
Ph.D., also in political science,
from Northwestern. She complemented her formal education with
several visits to Kenya and Tanzania where she conducted field research. Following these studies,
she wrote several articles, including The Role of the
Cell Leader in Tanzania." and
"Making the Invisible Visible:

by JULIE BUDDEN
Eisenstein. author of the forthcoming book The Politics of the
Body: Difference and Engender
Discourses in the Law(s), will
participate in a panel discussion,
"Feminist Theory and the 'Real
World," at 7:30 pan. on Thursday
Apr. 21 in McGaw Chapel. Other
members of the panel will include
Bell Hooks, professor of women's
studies and black studies at Yale
University; publicist Mary Nea-goWooster class of '83; Susan
Newton, professor of women's
studies and sociology at Wooster;
and Sally Tatnall, radical feminist
theorist and activist in Cleveland.
Zillah Eisenstein is the current
chair of the department of politics
at Ithaca College in New York.
She received her B.A. at Ohio University and earned her doctorate in
political science at the University

of Massachusetts. She is the author of three books, with her most
recent forthcoming. The Politics
of the Body: Difference and Engender Discourses in the Law(s).
She has penned several articles
and papers, and she is an avid participant and organizer of feminist

y,

--

Although she said that she prefers not to do phone interviews,
Eisenstein spoke on the phone for
a few minutes from her office at
She said she has been
Ithaca.
committed to feminist studies for
twenty years,' noting she was active in feminist studies classes as
a graduate student She has been
teaching feminist studies for 16
years and has been active in the
feminist movement since 1969.
"I don't think 'there is a more
Continued on page 8

WS: Looking into the past, looking into the future
by WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE
The women's studies program at

Wooster has officially existed
since 1978. just ten short years
ago.

But women's studies began

'before that with courses like
Women In Sport, and Women In
American History. Before women's studies ever became the program it is today, Jim Turner, professor of history since 1969.. offered Women In American History,
and in a bold endeavor proposed
and taught the first section of Introduction to Women's Studies
ever in Wooster's history. Turner
(who passed away summer before
last) also assisted Joanne Frye in
planning Women's Studies Seminar, the other core course to what
--

is today the women's studies miThe professor who taught the
nor.
first women's studies course at
Yet, from the beginning, womWooster, however, was Vivian
en's studies was a team effort. "' Holliday, professor of classical
Deb Hilty, who is presently secrestudies and women's studies. She
tary of the college and also a proproposed the course Sexual Antagfessor of women's studies and Engonism in Literature "for the purlish, was also a part of this
pose of treating in more detail
Hilty remembers that most
some issues in...the feminist perprofessors who were teaching spective." She and Glen Bucher,
women's studies then were doing it Dean of Faculty and professor of
the
as course overload. One of the religious studies,
first courses she taught. Women In course. In 1968, when that first
History and Literature, was with
course was proposed, Holliday recalls that several members of the
Turner. They taught it in a small
senior faculty said "had anyone
house from 4 to 6 p.m. in the afwent
Hilty
there,
From
else proposed that course, we
ternoon.
would have voted against it..." but
on to teach Poetry by Women parHolliday. a trusted member of the
tially because students were interfaculty, received support to teach
ested in the "unfamiliar territory."
team-effo- rt.

team-taug-

ht

the course. Holliday also feels
that she contributed to women's
'studies as Dean of Faculty from
1977 to 1985. where she helped
to get the program on "firm footing."
academic year
In the 1978-7- 9
the Status of
on
Committee
the
Women, based on the some 6 to 8
courses already being taught on
women, proposed a minor in women's studies. There were questions
and controversy over whether
women's studies was a "passing
chair of women's
fad"
studies, remembers it. But when it
finally came before the faculty in
February of 1978. the minor in
women's studies received widespread support.
as-Fry-

e,

--

In 1980 the first women's studies minors graduated from Woost
er. At that time the curriculum
committee on women's studies ran
the program, and Frye was named r
to head up that committee. In the
fall of 1986 a position was created
to allow a professor to run the
women's studies program and Frye
was chosen for that position.
Frye says that it "is a 3 year. 12
time position filled on a rotating
basis." This means that her term
will end after the 1988-8- 9 academic year is over, and a new member
will w r,wm, M aWM MM.

tion.
Women's studies works from the
Continued on page 8
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Meditations on a
media marathon
by JEFF BAAB
The following is the story of
the odyessy of a cinema fan as he
watches the Oscars:
9 p.m.: The opening credits are
I'm
rolling across the screen.
firmly entrenched on my couch
with a bag of Doritos (the Cool
Ranch kind) and a six pack of
Pepsi. Nothing is gonna tear me
away from this Hollywood hedonistic spectacle. I've got bets on
the major categories. I want to be
sure that I win. No Spanish, no
I.S.. just me, the Oscars, and my

r.

.e-- wl

thinks this stuff up?
9:08 p.m.: Robert Wise. Academy President, is introduced and
the next thing I see is a Diet Coke
commercial. Just what I need, a
night of mistakes while I am trying to figure out how much money
I will win. After the commercials.
Wise is reintroduced and he proceeds to bore the audience with the

In this brilliant array of musical gems can be found a rainbow of musical facets.
d
instrumentalists & vocalists compiling
They are a conglomeration of
70 years of musical experience.
All unified under a common goal. To achieve the most they possibly can in the
music business. Having been together since May, 1986, they have achieved a finely
tuned edge in stage presence, recording savvy & conceptual ideals making the
"DYMONZ" an up and coming force to be reckoned with.
multi-talente-

typical

MondayNijjht atTheMo uies
by KATHY SABOL and DOUG CROWTHER
film, you arc going to have to be
able to appreciate sight gags and
an unorthodox view of the superYou arc also going to
natural.
have to have an open mind to
what is being shown on the
screen. The special effects and
other technical aspects of the film
are very well done which makes
the film believable...if you are
willing to suspend logic and reality. If you can do this you should
have a lot of fun with this movie.
KS: I guess "fun" is the word
that we are stressing here; if you
have been inspired by this week's
Academy Awards to go see such
grave films as The Lost Emporer
or Av Revoir, Les Enfant s, then
this film isn't for you.
It isn't
cerebral or deep and meaningful
(not a "learn and grow" type of
film), but just one and a half
hours of an unpredictable,
imaginative
plot. The
film is brought (back) to life by a
cast which offers a variety of endearing and hilarious performanc-

geist.
DC: Sorry, this is not the most
detailed description of a film we
have ever given; you might even
say it's so thin you could see
through it. The film stars Michael Kcaton as Bciclgcusc who is
sort of the villain... but not really. Alec Baldwin and Gccna Davis
star as the good guys... sort of.
KS: Well, the critics haven't
given this film a ghost of a
chance for next year's Oscars
(unless it is in the category for
Special Effects), but I found it to
be a fresh and spirited comedy.
Definitely one of the more creative films since Pec Wee hit the
movie screens.
.DC: If you are .going, to. like, this
,

fast-pace- d,

es.
.

DC: Well I'm not sure what I
can say about this film without

giving some of it away which will
lessen the enjoyment. While this
film has not been well accepted
by the critics, which I can't quite
understand, I think that the majority of people seeking light entertainment will not be at all disapMy recommendation:
pointed.
forget the critics, go to the theater, see this film, and judge for
yourself.
KS: The soundtrack from this
film won't be a big seller (as a
there isn't one), but
the segments which use Harry
music will make you run
store
to the nearest
and find his records.
mattcr-of-fac-

t.

everyone-is-a-winn-

er

speech. No one cares, Robert.
What I care about is Best Picture.
9:12 p.m.: Chevy Chase is introduced. Things are starting to
look up. He makes a joke about
what Cher is probably wearing or
not wearing. Things are definitely
looking up.
9:21 p.m.: The first award is
announced. Best Visual
I don't have a bet on
this one; I don't care. When is
best picture going to be announced?
9:26 p.m.:. The Best Supporting Actress Award is being announced. They always do Supporting Actor or Actress early in order
to create some sort of interest in
the proceedings. I have to admit,
I love to watch the Oscars.
They're boring,
and the
acceptance speeches could put an
insomniac to sleep. I just don't
know what it is I like about the -Oscars. Olympia Dukakis wins. I
win my first bet. I hope her cousin, Mike, does too.
9:42 p.m.: I'm on my second
can of Pepsi. Mickey Mouse cartoons arc being shown. I've fig

.

.

Well, we decided to forego our
usual format of giving a synopsis
of the film for numerous reasons.
One. we really don't want to give
out (hardly) any information about
it will only spoil the
this film
fun. Two. we really can't think of
any concise way to sum up this
film except to say that it is a
cross somewhere between Pee
Wee's Dig Adventure and Polter-

el

bets.
9:05 p.m.: The first production
number of the night. A group of
dancers dressed as Oscars-wh- o

f

Effects-Innerspac- e.

over-lon-

g,

ured out what I like about the Oscars. It's Mickey Mouse. Something is beginning to tear me
away from the Oscars.
10:19 p.m.: The Best SupportWashinging Actor Award-Denzwas a
in
Freedom
Cry
ton's role
lead; why is he in Supporting Actor? Scan Conncry wins, so do I.
It's a great night.
10:29 p.m.: The Irving Thal-bcr- g
Award is being presented.
It's going to Billy Wilder. Half of
the Doritos and Pepsi is gone. I
am torn away from the Oscars.
10:50-11:0- 2
p.m.: It is Best
Song Time. I hate all the songs.
The Time of My Life from Dirty
Hey. wait....I
Dancing wins.
didn't choose that one. I demand a
recount of the votes. I've been
cheated!!
11:20 p.m.": The Best Actor
Award is up. It's about time. Michael Douglas wins. I'm back to
my winning ways after Dirty
Dancing.
11:42 p.m.: My fourth can of
Pepsi is started, three fourths of
the Doritos are gone. Who says
life in America isn't great? ' Not
me.
11:52 pan.: Bernado Bertoluc-c- i
wins Best Director. I win also.
The Doritos are laying in my
stomach. The caffeine is kicking
my system into full alert. After
the Oscars. Ill go paint a house.
12:23 a.m.: Cher is Best Aca
The
tress.
woman
comes out on top. Sonny Bono is
a dim memory.
I've won yet
again. Dirty Dancing is just a
memory.
12:22 a.m.: The Best Picture
Category is being started. All the
nominees are
In three
multi-medi-

re-nam-

ed.

minutes. Mission: Impossible
starts on a different channel.
I
hate to miss the beginning of
Mission: Impossible.
12:29 a.m.: The Last Emperor
is announced as winner. I won six
of my seven bets. All is right
with the world.
12:30 a.m.: Mission: Impossible is on. I open another can of
Pepsi and look for any remaining
Doritos. Someday, all of this television will kill me.

Bel-afont- e's

used-albu-

m

Well, that's all for our descriptive
and informative review for this
week. If you want to know more,
go see the film. Both Kathy and I
recommend it for a fun break from
studying. Beetlejuice is showing
at the Lyric Twin Cinema and
as always Monday night is college I.D. night, movies are $2.50
with a valid college I.D..
Grade:

BB

-

M

I

-
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Tensions rise at 3 campuses as
officials face college racism
The students had occupied the
office after Choper said he had no
authority to call an open faculty
meeting to discuss the school's
failure to grant tenure to significant numbers of women and minority law professors.
Across the country, N.C. State
University students marched to a
campus plaza to present a petition
asking officials to recruit more
minority students and hire more
minority faculty members.
March 17
On the same day
about 100 University of Massa- -

(CPS)
Minority students' anger
which have
and frustrations
erupted as
demonstrations,
occupations of presidents' offices,
lawsuits and rallies on dozens of
surcampuses this school year
faced again in late March in protests at North Carolina State and
the universities of Massachusetts
and California-BerkeleAt Berkeley, police arrested 28
law students for organizing a class
boycott and refusing to budge
from law school Dean Jesse Chop-er'- s
office.
sit-in- s,

y.

'

--

41.

7,

..fa-- .

students demonstrated against what they claimed
was UMass administrators "slow
response" to minority students' issues.
In early March, of course. 120
students occupied a UMass build- ing for a week in a dramatic response to 4 white students' unpro
voked attack on 2 black students.
The episode sparked a similar sit-i- n
at nearby Hampshire College.
While UMass officials have
chusetts-Amher- st

Continued on page 7

Conference on Independent Learning
and the Liberal Arts
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PROGRAM
Friday, April 15
1:15 p.m.

1:30 p.m.

WELCOME ANO MTHODUCTIONS
Money Copetand
PrtMdont 7h GdApov of

Mtooo&w

SESSION I

toaapandanl Study.

ntog and

Ubliai Art:

w

Mow WfoS Oooo ft VtorifT

Robort Tignof Pnnotton (JhAflowiy
VMan Hoftday Ttm Cofego of ttfrooif

Matt Dttyard

LISA PARK, SCOTT .V1KRRIMAN

and ALISON LAM BE
"Am I Blue," one of
by the Directing II class.

JoifMO Enojond

perform in senior Caity DeWalt's
five

plays directed

one-a- ct

3:15 p.m.

Met. Opera

SAB
broadcasts
season's

last opera
Jules Massenet's "Werther," in
Opeits first
since
Network
broadcast
Radio
ra
1979. will be the 20th and final
season
broadcast of the 1987-8- 8
from the Metroplitan Opera, heard
over radio station WCWS, 91.9
on Saturday. April 16 at 1:30
Texaco-Metropolit-

Frederica von Stade will sing
Charlotte and Alfredo Kraus will
be heard in the title role, with
Dawn Upshaw as Sophie, Richard
Stilwcll as Albert, and Renato
as the Justice of the Peace.
Jean Foumet will conduct. The
announcer for the broadcast is Peter Allen.
During the first intermission
feature, "Opera News on the Air,"
Metroplitan Opera general manager Bruce Crawford will discuss the
Metroplitan's plans for the 1988-8- 9
season with Richard Mohr,
producer of the intermission features. Panelists for Texaco 's Opera Quiz" during the second intermission will be Alberto Masiello.
Alfred Hubay, and Christopher
.Purdy.
Ca-pecc-

hi

utfitrwfmm or cnpNff
FmmMmtm Thtrntw

SESSION
Ponot A fctdvponcftvnt LaMrnfenoj snd ttw Nstural ScJoncojt
Mat Wtoon Ttm Cofcga of tWin r
Pmm Ruaaal

AaatfCbajga
Thompaon

flapartmnf of PwUtobgy
HumanMaa,

Uodmor Oaufta

Film
Previews

B

todapowdant

I

mtng In

ImiUem

7h Cofcga of Htooator
Joanna Fry
Hafriaon Wiiynt Slaarthmoia CoBJpa

LaaiaSqun AxdCoftg

Joaaphina WrtflW 7?ia Ooaioa of Mtooattr
Modular GaorgaGaiMar Oapiiant of Ecananct
7:45

pjn.

EVENMQ SESSION

lao

A
rd aawri
Ttm BagHnaini of aidajaiidinl
Lowal Cooidga Tim Quay of

an

p.m.

ShMrthmofV Cdovoo

rau cnnoMnoon

JwDOWMDT

by FAISAL ANS ARI

Sdr at Mtooalar

Wfcnr

CONFERENCE ADDRESS

Tha Camagbj Raport and axiapandent Laaming
Emaat L Boyar tomtom
Cmrmg
famtoton lor tm AaVncamane of TeHng

TERMINATOR:
Arnold Schwarznegger is the humane id assasin sent back in time
to kill the mother of a rebel leader
and to eliminate any obstacle to
the completion of his mission.
Schwarznegger sets about doing
what he does best in movies...
little dialogue and lots of violence. Terminator' might lack a
good script or characterization but
p
more than makes up by
action and suspense. A science fiction thriller that keeps you riveted
'till the very end.

Saturday, Aprl 16
9:15

m.

--

Aflh

non-sto-

E
WILLY WONKA AND THE
FACTORY:
Bring along any ten year old
you know. An imperfect imitation
of the Disney movies, this film
follows the escapades of Gene
Wilder and a group of children in

1ft30am.
10:45

a choclate fantasy land. Light,
us

entertainment.

ajn.

IV

aaaTi
Vm
LoaUmbM
(Farttoomng)

CHO-CLAT-

non-serio-

Chcfcartng Qtorgt Muon (Maly
Qotdon CoBna Oapartnant of Pchokgy
fmoMt flaeponoanaj.
Paar Havhoftn CfWiant of EnoUH
Kannati PkaqualaB DmmnotSndmm
TanyKantaa 0pananf of Soottgy

Uodmor

of

193V
1971
fSSS

--

Students, staff and Faculty are invited
to attend all sessions of the conference

uses
I.S.
Broughton
credit
Earn
studying
mirrored images
in Hawaii

Amnesty International

Send a letter
by
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MARK

HENDRICKSON

(information obtained from
nesty International)

by ANNE HAWLEY and PAIGE

Am-

BENHAM

Broughton has mastered the
'Abd
Manjouneh was
arrested in April and May of 1980
in Syria. He has been held in the
Adra Civil Prison in Damascus
without charge or trial. He is still
there today. His arrest followed a
one-dageneral strike on March
31, 1980 in which a number of
professionals participated, including lawyers, doctors, and engial-Ma-

jid

y

neers.
The strike called for, among
other things, an end to the state

of emergency law in force since
1963, and for the release of all
untried detainees. Amnesty International believes there are still
thousands of political prisoners
detained without charge or trial in
Syria.
In December of 1980, Amnesty
International adopted 23 lawyers
as prisoners of conscience. 'Abd
Manjouneh is one of the
three still detained. He is said to
al-Ma-

jid

be suffering from rheumatism in
his vetrabral column, a slipped
disc in the lumbar region of his
spine, diabetes, and inflammation
of the kidneys. 'Abd
Manjouneh has a wife and three
al-Ma-

You can earn university degree

credit in natural science in July
with San Jose State University's
Field Studies in Natural History
program in Hawaii. See animal,
plant, bird, and geologic topics
come alive while you explore the
natural sights and habitats on four

jid

kids.
Amnesty International considers
Manjouneh a pris'Abd
oner of conscience, detained for
his peaceful human rights activities. You can help! Letters sent
demanding his release will help
free him.
al-Ma-

Send polite letters to:
President Hafez
Office of the President
Presidential Palace
Abu Rummanch
Street
Damascus. SYRIAN ARAB
al-Ass-

Al-Rash-

transfers, and other incidental expenses for a fee of $2195 per person, including tuition for 3 semester units. Meals and other expenses are the responsibility of
each individual.

ad

Depart San Francisco July 10
and return there July 28 (optional
return may be arranged if you wish
to remain in Hawaii longer).

id

RE-

PUBLIC

Salutation: Your Excellency
Postaee: $0.45

For a free brochure outlining the
itinerary and providing complete
5
information call (408)
or write: Field Studies in Natural
History. Hawaii 1988. Office of
Continuing. Education, San Jose
State University, Sah Jose, CA
95192-013Any adult may participate. You do not have to be
an SJSU student, nor do you have
to formally apply for admission
for the regular university to participate.
924-262-

The circus is coming to town!

The Royal Lichtenstein Circus will highlight the
I.S. celebration this weekend. The R.L. Circus,
an inventive, miniature band of mime, ballet,
animals and magic, is in its sixteenth year and
has earned accolades nationwide. Performers
will include a fifty-pip- e
band, aerial acrobatics,
juggling and of course, the wacky clowns. All
the animals are miniature too. Also playing at
the circus will be the band "Dymonz" with new
Top 40's music. There will also be a lottery
draw at the party and plenty of food and drink.

ancC be

programs are

Other summer
available for credit too, including
Trinity Alps, Grand Canyon River
Rafting, and, in 1989. Alaska!

merru!

LmhB designers

"Call it Computer Coiffure, or High-tec- h

Hair,

or just call it the latest marvel of modern technology."
see how you would look in a variety of hair styles and
colors without cutting or coloring a hair.

" lets you see what style looks well

with your

face without liaving to change your hair. Most
people are surprised to see they can wear styles
they never thought they could! "
Larry Hoxworth
owner, stylist

Call for an appointment now

at Tangles
2912 Cleveland Road
Wooster, Ohio
216345-740- 8

perception of each fascinating
photograph.

Applications are invited for the
position of Editor-in-Chiof the 1989 Index.
ef

Applicants should have previous yearbook

experience and a demonstrated record of
leadership. Please submit applications,
with supporting letter of intent and resume, to Deb Hilty, Chair, Publications
Committee, by Monday, April 18.

5.

hair

Now you can

ages.

SJSU faculty accompany the
trip, which includes roundtrip
transportation and lodging, all

Hear ye, hear ye

Eat drink

a rare arrangement of both natural
and human made structures. From
the viewer's eyes. Brough ton's talent is one which captivates, entrances, and develops individual

By placing different shaped mirrors in each unique environment.

islands.

jid

abili-

ty to capture distinct images
through his own creative viewpoint. His photographs consist of

Camm Broughton has created an
arrangement of reflective master'
pieces. Through his senior I.S.. he
has done a magnificent job of capturing depth, perception, and illusion through his photographs utilizing the effects of mirrored im-

Fulbright option
The United States Information
Agency (USIA) and the Institute of
International Education (TIE) announce the official opening on
May 1. 1988 of the 1989-9- 0 competition for Fulbright Grants for
graduate study or research abroad
in academic fields and for professional training in the creative and
performing arts.
The purpose of these grants is
to increase mutual understanding
between the people of the United
States and other countries through
the exchange of persons, knowledge, and skills, they are funded
under the terms of the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange
Act of 1961 through an annual
apropriation made by Congress to
USIA. Participating governments
and host institutions in many
countries also contribute. Individual grants are available for study
or research.
Collaborative research grants are available for
teams of two or three researchers.
Travel grants are available to se-

lected countries to suplement

BEFORE

ATTE

maintenance awards from another
source that do. not provide funds
for international travel.
For all grants, applicants must
be U.S. citizens at the time of application and hold a bachelor's degree of its 'equivalent by the beginning date of the grant. Creative and performing artists are not

.

required to have a bachelor's degree, but they must have four
years relevant professional training or study.
Individual grants are generally
for an academic year of study or
research. Collaborative research
grants are for six to ten months
depending upon the research proposal submitted by the team.
All applicants are required to
have sufficient proficiency in the
language of the host country to
carry out their proposed study or
research.
Individual grants provide round-tri- p
international travel, maintenance for the tenure of the grant
and tuition waivers, if applicable.
Collaborative research grants provide equal sum awards to each
Travel
member of the team.
travel to
grants provide round-tri- p
the country where the student will
pursue study or research. All
grants include basic health and accident insurance.
Complete program and application information is contained in
the brochure. "Fulbright and other
grants for graduate study abroad,
1989-90- "
and "Collaborative Research Grants. 1989-90.- "
Present Juniors interested should

contact

Prof. Pablo Valencia

(Spanish and Italian), Fulbright
Program Adviser, for brochures,
application forms and other infor

April 15, 1988
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Eastman Wind Ensemble
visits McGaw Chapel
SGA brings
book board
back in v88

I he fcastman Wind ensemble.
one of the nation's leading models
for wind ensemble performance,
will perform at 7:30 p.m., Monday, April 18, in McGaw Chapel.
Comprised of undergraduate and
graduate students of the University
of Rochester's Eastman School of
Music, the Eastman Wind Ensemble will present a powerful performance, indicative of its reputation
as one of the primary forces in
20th century symphonic wind mu-

sic.
Founded in 1952. the Ensemble
has initiated a significantly unusual approach, decidedly different
from that of the traditional wind
band. The numbers and types of
instruments for any particular
work vary widely to suit the exact
wishes of the composer.
Under the baton of Donald
Hunsberger, professor of conducting and ensembles at the Eastman
School of Music, the Ensemble
will perform a varied selection
from its repertory consisting of
pieces from the Renaissance
through the present. The ensemble will perform Dmitri Shostakovich's "Festive Overture," translated by Hunsberger; Ralph Vaugh
Williams' "Variations for Wind
Band" and "Toccata Marziale;"
"Morning Music" by Richard Rodney Bennet; "Concert Music for
Blasorchester" by Paul Hindemith;
and Karel Husa's "Music for
Prague."

In recent years, the Ensemble
also has presented its annual
"Sousa Spectacular," featuring music from the golden age of the
Sousa Band. The most recent concert, in Rochester's Eastman Theatre in February, duplicated in part
.

the program performed by the
Sousa Band in its last Rochester
concert exactly 60 years before.
Donald Hunsberger has served as
conductor of the Ensemble since
196S. A student of Emory Remington (trombone) and Frederick
Fennell (conducting). Hunsberger
earned his bachelor's, master's and
Doctor of Musical Arts degrees
He
from the Eastman School.
also spent four years with the
U.S. Marine Corps Band as a
trombonist, becoming the first
staff aranger in that band's histo-

ry.
In the past 23 years as conductor, Hunsberger has led the group
to live and broadcast concerts as
well as national and international
tours. The Ensemble also has become the most recorded wind band
in the U.S.
Tickets for the program are $4
for adults, $2 for students, and are
available at the front desk in Low-r- y
Center. Any tickets not sold
in advance will be sold at the door
on the night of the performance.
The concert is sponsored by the
Music Department of The College
of Wooster.

The book exchange board will
be put up in Lowry Center pit
starting April 18 through May 3.
The board is being sponsored by
the Student Government Association and will offer students an opportunity to .buy or sell used textbooks from other students.
The process is rather simple.
Students should first find out from
their professors which texts will
be needed for next semester. Next
check the board to see if someone
wants to buy or sell the same
book. A person selling or wishing to buy a book, which is not
already listed,, should fill out the
appropriate card which will be
provided. Write down your name,
box number, extention, the name
of the book, the author, edition,
and the price you wish to buy or
sell the book for. Next pin the
card under the appropriate department on the book board. It is up
to all students to contact each other. Check the board dailey.
SGA wants the book exchange
to be another alternative to the
bookstore but it will not be a success unless as many people as
possible use the book exchange
instructional
board. Additional
information will be provided .

r

Dorm counselors needed
Two dorm counselors, Science Workshop for high
1.
school students: male and female, June 1
9-J- uly

DUTIES:

Responsibilities are shared with a female counselor.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION: Previous experience
as a counselor desired by not required, verbal skills,
leadership potential, acquaintance with subject matter
in workshop.
COMPENSATION:
CONTACT:

$280, room and board.

D. Wise, Biology, ext. 2557

Racial Tensions

continued from page 5
kicked the 4 white students off
campus and begun several discussion groups, the ralliers wanted to
keep up the pressure.
"We're not going to have peace
until we have justice," swore Graduate Senate President Jonathan
Frank at the rally.
Nevertheless, students and officials at other campuses continued
dialogue that seems to have risen
from the angry confrontations that
have occur cd everywhere from
Tompkins-Cortlan-

d

Community

College in New York to UCLA
this school year.
On March 22, for example. Governors State University in Illinois

and the Johnson Foundation in
Racine, Wisconsin, cohosted a nationwide video conference that,
the sponsors claimed, linked people from 173 campuses together to
discuss what to do about college
racism.
A few days earlier, Nebraska
Stale Sen. Ernie Chambers told a
University of Nebraska forum on

college racism he agreed the.
school isolated black students and
made them feel lonely and afraid.
Chambers said he would take the
complaints he heard back to the
legislature, hoping to implement
some solutions for all the state's

colleges. '

Open 9am - 10pm
Including Holidays

coupon

i

. - rf

Supervise social and dormitory activities

for approximately 20 highschool students
participating in science instruction in biology,
chemistry, physics, and computer science.

Smucker's Jelly
if
i
i

32 oz jar with coupon $ .99

i

You are cordially invited to attend the
Spring Concert of:

Afi

22.

9KM

629 Beall Avenue
Wooster, Ohio
264-840- 4

The College of Wooster Gospel Choir:

sA

Praying Spirit

Presented in conjunction with the I.S. Celebration
Saturday, April 16, 1988 at 7:30 p.m.
in Freedlander Theatre

Introducing The College
of Wooster Praise Dancers

Film Developing
Discover, MasterCard and Visa
Accepted
Check Approval At All Checkouts

Travelers Express Money Orders
Cold Beer And Wine Available For
Takeout
Lottery Tickets

coupon
I

M lie liar's

Noodles

16ozbag with coupon $ .57
fa- r- Apia, ma

I

I

I

i
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Concert Requiem

Margret Kommel, formerly of the
Wooster music department.
During her years as an under
graduate student at Wooster, Turner sang with The Wooster Chorus, The Wooster Concert Choir,
the Wooster Gospel Choir and was
active in the annual Black Arts
Festival directed by Professor
Jefferson. In addition, Tur- An-net-

la

KLIZAllKTH Tt'RNKR

ner served as a manager of the
Stage Right Repertory Company,
a summer theatre program at the
College. Currently Turner works
singer in the Twin
as a
Cities and is a member of the staff
of a legal assistance company.
Also a student of Professor Dale
free-lan-

ce

continued from page 1
Moore. Paul Fletcher graduated
from The College of Wooster in
1981. While at Wooster, Fletcher
sang in The Wooster Chorus and
the Wooster Concert Choir. He
sang the role of Figaro in the college's production of The Marriage

THE WOOSTER

Bach Choir, and the Concert
Choir, this
college-communi-

ty

of Figaro and was, subsequently,

a member of the Ohio Light Opera
Company.
Fletcher was a scholarship student in singing at the graduate
school of the University of Missouri, where he also sang in several opera productions and was the
baritone soloist at St. Paul's Episcopal Church in Kansas City.
He received a masters degree in
choral conducting from the University of Illinois where he held a
graduate assistantship in the opera
department. Currently, Fletcher is
an assistant professor of music at
the College of St. Scholastica in
Duluth. where he teaches singing
and conducts the choirs. In addition. Fletcher is director of music
at First Lutheran Church in Du-

luth.
The history of The Wooster
Choral Union spans a period of
well over 60 years and this choir
has always been the foundation of
Wooster's choral program.
Known variously as the Wooster
Oratorio Society, the Wooster

(66-68- ),

PAUL FLKTCIIKR

"although the focus is on the
black female, our struggle for liberation has significance only if it
lakes place within a feminist
movement that has as its fundamental goal the liberation of all
people." Her views of racism and
sexism, and the complexities of
both, provide her with a unique
perspective as a contributer to the
women's studies symposium.

Higgenbotham

O'Barr

Eisenstein

continued from page 3

continued from page 3
African Women, in Politics and

continued from page 3

Women." "We Were Never on a
Pedestal: Women of Color Continue to Struggle with Poverty. Racism and Sexism." and "The Costs
of Exclusionary Practices in Women's Studies." She is presently
working on a book which examines the interaction of race and
class. The book, called Too Much
to Ask: The Cost of Black Female
Success, is a combination of interviews and questionnaire data,
and explores the educational and
social experiences of black women raised in working and middle
Higginbotham
class families.
did her undergraduate work at the
City College of the City University of New York, where she graduated cum laude. She received her
M.A.(1975) and Ph.D.(1980) in
sociology from Brandeis

O'Barr further expands her understanding of a patriarchal bias by
seeking to encourage and advise
educators on the ways in which
they can best restructure college
curricula to include a recognition
of the current imbalance. This imbalance, she feels, exists not only
in the present neglect of a Third
World understanding but also within American attitudes toward women within the work force and higher education. Of special interest
to her are the dynamics of dual career families and education for the
elderly.
The recipient of almost 20
grants, O'Barr currently teaches as
an associate professor (adjunct) of
political science at Duke University and is the director of women's
studies there. She also teaches African Politics.

).

WS: Past and future

Hooks

Policy."

(67-69- ),

editor-publishe-

choral organization was conducted
for many years by Richard Gore,
emeritus professor of music.
Currently its membership comprises more than 120 Wooster students, faculty and staff as well as
many people from Wayne County.
Since its earliest beginnings. The
Wooster Choral Union has been
dedicated to the performance of
larger choral works, frequently
with orchestra.

nature of women's varied and comWomen are
plex social reality.
divided by sexist attitudes, racism,
class privilege, and a host of other prejudices."
A historian concerned with the
development of feminism in the
black community. Hooks has responded to many of the critiques
of both the Feminist Movement
and the Civil Rights Movement.
She has examined the role of sex- -

an

ss,

cr

ism and its impact on America and
how it effected women during slavery and after.
Her role as a feminist scholar
and her writings have played an
important role in the development
of women's studies courses and
kept issues of black women in the
forefront of contemporary feminist
theory and curriculum. In the introduction to Ain't I a Woman,
Hooks says about her book that.

Afro-Americ-

Poet Rich

continued from page 1
entitled "Resisting Amnesia"
the recipient of numerous grants
which includes the following pasand awards. In 1974 she received
sage:
the National Book Award for Div"Recently," at a college in Floriing Into The Wreck. Rich would
da, a young white man asked me,
not accept the award as an individ'Don't you think women have
ual, but rather accepted it with
equality now that the ERA
enough
Walker
Lord
"in
Alice
and Audre
has passed?' What this suggests
the name of all women."
Current Biography says that to me is not just amnesia, but the
"the social upheavals of the late ignorance that a privileged exis1950s and the 1960s radically tence can permit."
This is Rich's second visit to
changed Adrienne Rich and her
College of Wooster in 10
The
so,
some of the
poetry. Even
years. In February of 1978 stuconcern, and integridents had the opportunity to listen
ty she brought to poems informed
to her read her poetry in Freed-landby the surging women's movement
Theatre, discuss issues with
and the struggle against patriarchy
her in various classes she visited,
had been present in her first coland visit with her in the Women's
lection."
Resource
Center.
She was the Phi Beta Kappa
In the forward to Blood. Bread,
poet at Harvard (1966), lecturer at
an and Poetry Rich says "My fifteen
Swarthmore College
or so years in the Women's Liberadjunct professor of writing at Coation movement have been spent
a visitlumbia University
r,
as a writer, a teacher, an
ing professor of creative literature
lectura
(1972-73pamphleteer,
a
and a professor of Enger, and sometimes an activist."
lish at the City College of New
With this multitude of accomplishYork (1974).
Diana Loercher, a Christian ments. Rich should prove to be
Science Monitor correspondent, one of the best speakers at Wooster in a long time. At 7:30 p.m.
said that Rich is "a woman whose
in McGaw Chapel, Rich will open
diminutive size and fragile appearthe women's studies symposium
ance belie her authoritative, unewith poetry reading and commenquivocal manner" (taken from Curentitled "Poetry, Language,
tary
Biography).
rent
Rich recently wrote an article and Power."
for Ms. Magazine (March 1987)
per-ceptivene-

continued from page 3

lished articles axe The New
Scholarship on
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important political forum that
women and men face in the 80's,"
Eisenstein said about feminism
and feminist studies. "I try to address the political issues of the
day."
Eisenstein has had well over a
dozen articles published within the
past decade; she has delivered several lectures as well and participated in conferences at Smith College, the University of California
at Berkeley, the University of
Wisconsin, and even a conference
in Madrid, Spain in 1982.
"Power." one course Eisenstein
presently leaches at Ithaca, examines power distributions among
class lines, heightened by sexual
and racial dimensions of power.
She claims that there is a parallel between feminism and politics.
"I have a commitment to questions raised from feminism to politics and politics to feminism."

continued from page 3
The number of majors and minors, the fact that both men and
women are participating in the
program, the support of the colwhich are cross-liste- d
with womlege, and the increasing interest
en's studies," explains Frye.
faculty members have in teaching
women's studies are positive signs
When asked what she sees for that the program is on the rise as
an influential part of Wooster. and
the future of women's studies, Vivian Holliday responds that if we moreover, of the U.S. For the
knew the answer to that, it would first time in the history of the
make it "less exciting." She does, program there were three sections
of Introduction to Women's Studhowever, see more mainstreaming,
ies offered during this academic
more refinement, and more indiyear, and they all filled.
vidual faculty members teaching
individual courses in the women's
studies program.
As women's studies continues
to grow, so will its contributors.
Today, the program shows no
Each writer, each speaker, each
sign of slowing down. The faculprofessor, each student who acty teaching women's studies which
tively takes a part in the women's
started with 10 members, has more
studies program at Wooster is conthan doubled. There are currently
tributing to a better understanding
17 declared minors and 7 declared
of women, of men. and of the socialization which surrounds and inmajors. (Students may elect to do
a major in women's studies by dehibits people in societies around
signing a special major.) Already
the world.
Also important is
one man has completed a minor at
these students and teachers' better
Wooster, and one each of the curunderstanding and interaction with
rent minors and majors is male.
interdisciplinary studies.
Not
only are they participating in a
Moreover, Deb Hilty says that
relatively new program, with much
next week's "symposium reprerelatively current material, but
sents an extraordinary effort on
they are discovering the importhe part of the women's studies
tance that women's experiences
curriculum committee and that it
have to all disciplines.
reflects a major commitment to
the program on the part of the

"relationship between explicitly
interdisciplinary
courses and
courses that are housed in traditional disciplines or departments

Brink leaves Wooster, heads for William and Mary
by SARAH KOTCHEN

Professor of History Maryann
Brink is preparing to leave
Wooster and take on a teaching
position at The College of William and Mary. Brink is concluding her second year of teaching at
Wooster and has been hired for a
tenure track teaching position at
William and Mary where she will
be teaching Medieval History this

fall.
Although Medieval History is
her area of expertise. Brink is
knowledgeable in many other related areas of the discipline.
While at Wooster, she has Uught
courses in Western Civilization,
an Introductory Seminar on Family
Life in Middle Ages, an upper level course on Women in the Middle
Ages, the Renaissance and Reformation survey, and she is currently teaching a sophomore seminar
entitled Pilgrimage to Canterbury
with Professor of English Paul

History and received her masters
degree from Brown University and
the University of Massachusetts.
Besides her career demands.
Brink likes to read detective novels and enjoys hiking during the
summer. She loves France and
spent all of 1984 in Avignon doing research for her dissertation.
She also likes to participate in the
culteral events that happen on
campus. Currently she is babysitting for Dan Calhoun's dog while
he is on leave.
Of Wooster, Brink says, "I love
the history department.
They've
Uught me a lot. I like my colleagues. I'm going to miss them.
I'm going to miss the students.
I've enjoyed the I.S. program treBrink did her undergraduate mendously. I do believe that being at Wooster was a big factor in
training at the University of Massachusetts at Boston where her William and Mary's decision to
husband currently teaches Colonial hire me."

Christianson.

Aside from her teaching, Brink
is also working on her dissertation. The topic of her completed
dissertation is changing property
law in Avignon in the 14th century and what insights these changes provide for social history. She
is looking at how property was
bought and sold.
In addition to
her dissertation. Brink presented a
paper last fall at the American Anthropological Association the topic of which was The Image of the
Word." In the paper, she explored
the representation of women as
readers in medieval art. She hopes
to turn this paper into a book, for
which she has a publisher, when
she has the time.

Greetings from many miles

:

-

by DOUO FOWLER
The gunman sneaks along the
wall and turns and fires into a
dorm room, drenching the occupants. No, this is not a description of Wooster's guerilla training
camp. It is a scene played out .
many times in the great water-gu- n

days may not be all that bad. If
we would follow our kids' lead and
wage war with water, the world
would be a much safer place. We
could develop tanks that double as
boats, using gobs of water as firepower. Soldiers would fill freezer
bags with H2O and load them

battles.

These planes
onto airplanes.
would stream little bombs over

B-5- 2s

at Wooster for two years.

by JENNIFER HODGSON
.

The water Warriors

rat-atat-- tat

Professor of history MARYANN BRINK, smites tor tht
camera. Brink, who has been at Wooster Tor two years"
She - has been .
area of expertise in in medieval history.

IPO Column: Living in France

Douglas from Douglass

One can hear the
most evenings around here, and
even as I write this, an aquafied
donnybrook is being waged just
outside the door. While some sit
in the sun. or listen to music,
these people play Sandanistas and
Contras. The scenes recall days
of youth, when there weren't any
ninety page papers to write, and
they didn't have to memorize the
names of all the people in the
state of Utah.
Their weaponry has advanced as
well. We used to play with little
pistols that could be concealed in
hand. Now, they ena grown-up- 's
gage in combat with oversized
machine guns that one could easily mistake for the real thing. One
often hears of police using water
cannons in South Africa or the
Middle East. What will they have
that drop
next? Sleek
enough water bombs to devastate
even a dorm on the Ohio State
campus?
Actually, the development of
toy water guns into the large
weapons we are witnessing these

Margaret Lydecker

everyone. Think how much less
destructive modern warfare would
be. Conquered countries could truly be said to be "all wet."
And the arms race would escalate. One country might develop
an H2O bomb that could flood another into submission. It would
hold a large block of ice and be
several times larger than today's
missiles. As it approached its target, a timing mechanism would
melt the ice. And the target area
would be swamped, literally.
When Reagan and Gorbachev
meet in this year's summit, they
should bring some kids from both
nations along. The leaders should
take notes on how these kids organize their "war games," and or
der their militaries to do the same.-The costs of war would be much
lower.
kids and adults
Yes, folks
have been imitating governments
in this way for a long time. It's
about time the governments of the
world imitated the civilians.
4

away! Every once in a while I
stop the little routine I've made
for myself and think, "Wow! I'm
actually living here in France!"
Every day is a challenge and In

constantly

.

learning

something

new it really is quite amazing.
I must say that I have completely fallen in love with
It has the charm of a
little city with all it's patisseries,
boutiques, cafes and friendly people... that is, except for the mean
ladies in the post office! But it is
also filled with culture and an
amazing history. There are some
40,000 students here, either studying at the University of Aix, or
on programs similar to mine
(through Vanderbilt) so there are
French students, Americans, EngAix-en-Proven-

lish, Canadians,

ce.

Scandinavians-"absolume-

nt

partout"! It's great!
I am living with a French family who are just wonderful to me. I
eat dinners with them and have
been taken in by the family,
though I have the freedom, to
come and go as I please. There
are two kids living here at home
so I'm being exposed to all ages.
I have four classes which are
taught by French professors, but
only to American students on our
program-o- ne
big disadvantage of
I wish that I could
the set-uhave classes with French students
because this makes meeting them
a bit more difficult. But if you are
determined, you can get involved
in organizations specifically designed for International students
to meet French students. And, of
course, a great way to meet the
French is just to hang- - out in the
cafes.
I have visited Beth Kampmeier
p.

and Laura Gaither in Scotland and

Susan Gale in London all of
whom are doing great. We all
talked endlessly about Wooster.'
Being away makes you appreciate!
how very special a place like
Wooster is and how incredible the
students, faculty, etc. are. We
really are lucky. Other than great
Britain. I've been to nbearby
French cities, Nimes, Marseilles,
I've visited
St..
La Camarque (region where the
Rhone makes a delta in the Mediterranean Sea) and have gone ski
ing in the French Alps. And Lib-b- y
Black came down from Grenoble for a weekend to visit me.
She's doing great as well. Next
weekend, I'm heading up to Le Lode, where I will visit Jim and Sally Bean I'm really looking forward to seeing them!
Thank you for sending the
Wooster Voice issues. I really
had fun reading them and knowing
what's going on at home. Sometimes I feel so detached from
Wooster that its almost difficult
to picture myself there. I have
met so many people from all
walks of life over the past two
months.
I've completely submerged in a different culture. I've
felt what it's like to be a
"foreigner." I've seen some incredible sights, and I've struggled
even with the simplest conversations.... wAaf and experience. I
want to highly recommend the
study abroad program to anyone
who is interested. Aix is a great
place to study for the semester and
the professors are tough bt understandable and very willing to help
students. You can choose to live
r,
with a family of just live as a
but all students have the op

--

--

--

Marie-de-la-M- er.

lid-gc-

portunity to at feast eat with, a
French familycouplperson.. The
program plans excursions once a
month to nearby regions (which .
everyone goes' on. because they are
' all paid for). An of the students
come either from Vanderbilt or
some other US. university and
someone is always around who enjoys speaking French. I've found
this to be the greatest experience
of my life and everyone should
check out the programs available
to them. Best wishes and keep in
touch.
.

''

,'.

--

--

I
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go to Fiesta because. . .
.

.

.They hant made k to comienient for me to
not only look good by cutting my hair m an
easyto-care-fstyle, but to met better about
myself because of my tanning sessions. mork
second shift I can stop by the shop and be
taken cant of without a rigid schedule to
fottom. thank yom Fiesta!
or

Precision Haircut $6,99
No Appointments
Daily BSat.
-;

lust Walk In!

84; Sun.

College Hills Plaza

263-918-

10-- 5
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Five personal
records set at
Miami U meet

Wooster baseball extends
streak to ten games
by PAUL JACOBUS

by STEPHANIE KAZMIERSKI

Things are really beginning to
fall into place for the Lady Scot
Tracksters. Last weekend, they
traveled to Miami University to
compete on a hot track against
hot competition; and, while they
expected to do well, they didn't
anticipate how well. As it turned
out, the team made an excellent
showing against primarily Division I teams such as Miami, Purdue, Eastern Michigan, Western
Michigan, Bowling Green, and
Ball State. The highlight of the
meet was (Stephanie) Kazmierski's
performance in the 400m hurdles,"
said Coach Craig Penney.
captured first place in the
event in a time of 61.4, bettering
the old record of 63.8 which she
set in 1987.
It was also "a day for PRs ," as
Coach Penney put it. Five personal records were set by Woost-er'- s
women. These included: Katie Keller, who ran an excellent
4:35.2 in the 1500m run (and captured fourth place), breaking the
old school record of 4:40 which
Kaz-miers-

ki

she set in 1986; Holly Halter-mawho had two PRs of 15.4
and 66.5 in the 100m and 400m

n,

hurdles, respectively;

Kristin

Larke, who threw 36' 7" in the
shot put; and Kazmierski's performance. Junior Colleen McCauley
took third in the 100m dash in a
haulin' time of 12.6. Another excellent effort was turned in by Patty Smanik in the 800m run. Sma-ni- k
missed qualifying for nationals by less than one second with a
time of 2:17.9. Keller also ran
well in that event, posting a time
of 2:18.2. "I am very pleased

with our performances (at the
meet)," said Penney. "It was a
great facility, and helped bring us
one step closer to our goals. We
ran with Division I people...and
we buried some of them!"
The Lady Scots will travel to
Oberlin Wednesday (413) for a tri
meet with Hiram, then to the Akron University Relay Invitational
this coming Saturday, where they
expect some good competition.
!

Women's lacrosse
shuts out Oberlin
by SUE HOLLINGSHEAD

The Lady Scots shut out Oberlin
in the second half to beat them 7
on Saturday. They were down 6
in the first half and in order to
succeed in the confrence the Lady
Scots needed to improve their
play. Jinn, Herd and Hanrahan all
scored in the first half, but it was
not enough to fall back upon.
Oberlin had something to prove
and they were going to prove it.
An inspiring talk by Coach
Noon an, or was it the shear reality
that they were losing, either way
the Lady Scots scored four goals
in the second half to bring the fiHanrahan put in
nal score to
two more goals and then there
were two unexpected suprises by
defensive wing Sarah Heath and
the newly recovering Maria Theo-philwho each contributed a
6--

3--

6-- 7.

is

Allegheny College
Case Western Reserve University
College of Wooster
Denison University
Kenyon College
Oberlin College
University
Wesleyan
Ohio

goal.
Coach Noonan said proudly,
"They did it as a team. In the
game of lacross it is amazing to
shutout a team in a half. The defense did a very fine job. Karen
Pohlman did a very good job
stopping Oberlin's biggest threat.
Suzanna Holms had a save percentage of 1.000 in the second
half and Megan Karch and Bonnie

Bay (team captains) effectivly
used the double teaming. The offence in return gained confidence
from the defense and were able to
accomplish their job more effec-

tively."
At two o'clock that afternoon
the Lady Scots then met up with
Earlham. Last year the Lady Scots
lost to Earlham and it hurt them
Continued on page 11

The Fighting Scot baseball team
extended their .winning streak to
ten games this past weekend by
soundly defeating a talented team
from Geneva College in a double-heade- r.

These

non-conferen-

ce

wins increased the Scot's overall
record to thirteen .wins against
three losses while also keeping
them atop the North Coast Athletic Conference with a perfect 0
record. With the season now in
full swing, the team has been
steadily improving with each contest despite unfavorable conditions
and last Saturday was no excep5--

tion.
On a day which featured strong

winds and brisk temperatures.
Coach Tim Pettorini and staff once
again relied upon a strong defense
coupled with a potent offensive attack to overcome their determined
Also, the strength
opponents.
and experience of the pitching
staff headed by undefeated seniors
Mike Hatfield (Cincinnati) and
Greg Sagerman (Olmsted Falls) has
provided a cornerstone for the
Scot's continuing success.
Hatfield took the
mound in the first game and proceeded to pitch six solid innings
to earn his fifth consecutive win
of the year in as many starts. The
scoring was spread out fairly evenly throughout the game and the
game winning hit was awarded to
freshman leadoff hitter Tom Flynn
(Youngstown) who was starting in
his second game at the center field
position. The team seemed to wear
down their opponents by cleverly
Co-capta-

Si

-

V-

in

capitalizing on their mistakes.
This philosophy of play which
was instituted by Coach Pettorini
from the season's first day is one
reason why the Scots have been
so successful over the years. Junior reliever Rich Danch (Warren),
the ace of the bullpen, picked up
his third save of the year to assure
the team of their 4 victory.
The second game of. the double-headwas marked by the strong
7--

er

Matt Dilyard

Senior ROB HOWERTON th rows to complete a double
play against Pennsylvania's Geneva College,
provement of senior
he gave up in the team's 1 vicRob Howerton (379) and Kevin
tory was a late inning home run
co-captai-

that proved to be not nearly
enough for the visiting Geneva
squad. Sophomore Matt Hiestand
(Old Fort) came through with the
game winning hit- which gives
him three for the year.
Individually, the Scots produced
some very impressive statistics
led once again by the sizzling hot
-

bat

of junior Brent

Bizyak

pitching performance given by

(Tarentum, Pa.). Following Saturday's performance, Bizyak now

Greg Sagerman. The "Duke" as he
is called by teammates went the
distance to raise his season record
to 0 in his finest season as a
Wooster Scot. The only run that

holds a team leading .424 batting
average including three home runs
and nineteen runs batted in. Also,
the consistency and steady im- -

4--

ns

8--

Howard (.333) has provided a

stable offensive punch and sophomore slugger Matt Hiestand has
put forth a fantastic effort with a
.404 average.
To accompany an improving offense, a stout defense which has
yielded only minimal errors all
year and a superb pitching staff
will definately heighten the Scot's
chances for an eventual championship this coming May. The team
travels to Malone College for a
makeup game this Thursday and
they resume their NCAC schedule
this weekend with a four game series at home against Oberlin.
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Men's lacrosse
drops one to OW
was Frank Windsor, who scored
from an assist by Dave Levinson
late in the last quarter. Windsor
continues to lead the Scots in offense for the season.
In all, the Scots had definitely
hoped to da better against the
Bishops. They were not able penetrate their defense for any lengths
of time to set up close shots. This
left the Scot defense severely
d
for the duration of the
game, and they were unable to
keep up with the shots on goal.
This game, however, should provide good practice for the OSU
Buckeyes game over the weekend,
where they will have to play sharp
to be competitive. Thus, after two
games against such difficult teams,
they should be better prepared to
take on their remaining NCAC
competition, where they will need
to focus their attention for the rest
of the season.

by BOB MURPHY
The College of Wooster men's
lacrosse were handed a thorough
defeat last Wednesday, loosing 21-- 1
to the 1 Bishops of Ohio
Wesley an. The Bishops are currently the
team in Division III, and have defeated top
teams from both Division II and I.
This loss moves the Scots overall
Tomorrow, they will
record to
be playing Ohio State in Columbus, before returning for home action next week.
The Bishops showed impressive depth and skill in their game
against Wooster. They scored 5
goals in the first quarter, and four
more in the next to give them a 0
halftime lead. OWU came out
very strong in the third quarter,
scoring seven, and they finished
up with five in the last quarter for
their total of 21. Rescuing the
Scots from the hands of a shutout
8--

top-rank- ed

2-- 4.
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MALGO PRODUCTS has an opening in its
Tech.
Barberton facilities lot 1 1
RftnormhiUlics include sampling and letting
finished products, in process gauds and raw
materials, and interacting with both production
and laboratory personnel. CVmictl and rpaluy
trailing is a phis. We win provide a flexible
schedule around your classes! After graduation
the position will he full time, 7am - 3:30pm.
Tuition icirnbursemcnt.

jh
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If interested,

:

5.

butter-finger- s.

12

MattDiyard

One or Wooster' own concentrates on the elusive cup
Warmer weather
on an obviously crisp and cool day.
long.
before
greens
and
tees
the
should crowd

MALCO PRODUCTS INCJ
361 Fairvicw Ave.

Barbcrton, OH

44203

missing in Wednesday's game.
Maybe they will have better luck
when they play Denison this Saturday at Denison. They are then
on the road again on Tuesday
when they meet up against Ohio
Weslcyan.

CSIIP3
CRUICS
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a Career

Caribbean, ate. CALL
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Summer Jobs Available

345-588-

Classified Advertisements
In a hurry? Someplace to go? Your hair is a Mess?
on In to FIKSTA HAIR FASHIONS, no appointments ever
needed!' Wo will help you get there on time
and looking your very best!

CoiTO

Colleqe Hills Plaza

263-916-

5.

Foe Sale - Spinet -- Con sol Piano Bargain
Wanted: Responsible party to take, over low monthly
.

payments on spinet 'piano.
See Locally. Call
Ext. 102
800-327-3-

345

a special night out planned? We'll make you look
A Shampoo & Set is just $3.99 Monday thru
Wednesday, $4.99 Thursday thru Sunday. You never need an
appointment at FIESTA HAIR FASHIONS
College Hills Plaza 263-91Have

like a million!

85.

A

UF

OpporturWtt
(WM Train). ExceMent pay phM
world travel.-- ' Hawaii. Bahamaa,

Summer

Work from home base in any city & state
Choose your hours3 to 40 hrswk
Nationally, average earnings are $24.00hr
No prior experience needed. We provide 3 hrs training
$100 refundable security deposit required
For additional information & appointment, call
7
in Wooster
Mr. Garg at

please send resume la:

Terry Hronck
'

for second place in the conference
before going into this game. The
Wooster Lady Scots could not fend
off the Kenyon Ladies and lost
13-Minna Jinn and Anne Hanrahan both scored 2 goals apeice
and Nancy Heard contributed one
herself.
The Lady Scots did not have the
same momentum in this game as
they did this past weekend. The
thoughts and the ideas were there,
but there was a case of the
The fundamentals were

GRADUATING
LAB TECH'S

w

I

sip

MattDiyard

7.

f-

--

Wooster's men's lacrosse team continues to play valiantly despite a lopsided loss to
The Scots travel to Ohio State tomorrow, v
Ohio Wesleyan University last Wednesday.

continued from page 10
in the regional standings. This
weekend was a different story the
Lady Scots won 11-Minna Jinn was the top scorer
of the day with 5 goals, Nancy
Heard with 4, Anne Hanrahan and
Jen Morse had one apiece. Coach
Noonan was most pleased about
this game because the offensive
Ann Hanrahan
plays worked.
worked as (one might relate to
this as the point guard in basketball) the feeder behind goal. They
were picture perfect according to
Noonan.
The only trouble the defense had
during this game was trying to
shut down Earlham's top player,
Cire Smith, who scored 6 out of
the team's 7 goals. Noonan was
pleased with Megan K arch's work
in tring to shut her down.
Unfortunately the Lady Scots
could not put the same magic to
work on Kenyon Wednesday. The
Lady Scots and Kenyon were tied

'

Mim

9,

Women's lacrosse

Pushing the season?

'

j

over-taxe-
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& SENIORS,

BUY OR LEASE
A NEW TOYOIA,
NO MONEY DOWN!
Tercel

no-money-do- wn

may qualify to buy or lease a Toyota car or
truck, with no down payment at all! Toyota's
unique college financing program makes it easy.
Beginning today, you can enjoy miles and miles
of Toyota style, quality and performance.
If you're a senior in a
college or graduate
degree program, and will graduate within the
next six months, you may qualify for the Toyota
car or truck of your choice. And you have one
year from receipt of your degree to take advantage of this program. Bring a current driver's
license and proof of employment or job offer,
and Toyota's special financing program for college grads and seniors could be the easiest
You

Lease example: Tercel
Coupe based
on dealer's price of 9688. 60 monthly
payments of $159 totaling 9540. End of lease
option 3549. No further end of lease liabilities
except abnormal wear and tear and excess
mileage.
2-Do-

4-y- ear

C ma

TOYOTA QUALITY

WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE!

l

1

or

Get More From Life. ..Buckle Up!

mamttmn
ailiidLimZmTtm
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Li ftback

course in advanced economics ever offered!
Come in today for a test drive and an orientafinancing.
tion to

COME IN NOW!
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